We invite your organization to benefit from PHM Europe 2022:

- A Stand Space in our Exhibition Hall
- Panel session contributions- Deep Learning Deployment, Technical Language Processing for Maintenance, Standards & Digital Transformation, Reliability and Mechanical Systems and PHM Enabled Mobility
- Great networking is being set up on the spot ad with an integrated platform through the mobile app
- Brand logos and communications - banners, flyers, posters, newsletters
- Be part of the listing of Exhibitors which are categorised and alphabetised for attendees ease of search
- One complimentary registration for your VIP
- Flat rate

This 7th meeting will feature keynote presentations from PHM leaders, high quality presentations of peer-reviewed research and deployment papers, panel sessions with thought leaders as well as special technical sessions and optional short courses. Look at the excellent content from the past conference at European Conference of the PHM Society – European Conference of the PHM Society (phmeurope.org)


**Cover Regions:** 70% Europe, Middle East and Africa; 16% Americas, and 12% Asia and Oceania

**Connect with Participants:** CTO, CEO, Chief Engineer, Director, Head of Product, Managing Partner, President, Principal Engineer/Data Scientist, Product Manager/Owner, Professor, Quality Assurance Manager, and Technical Lead

**Past Sponsors were:** Alstom, Cassidian, CyDesign, GoDataDriven, Honeywell, Mathworks, MBDA, Meggitt, NL, Predict, PwC SAE, and teknova.

**Contact for more data/demographics, virtual tools and to discuss your opportunity**

Jeff Bird (jeffbird@rogers.com) Sponsorship Chair
Steve King (S.P.King@cranfield.ac.uk) – IVHM Centre, Cranfield University: General Chair
Ian Jennions (i.jennions@cranfield.ac.uk) – IVHM Centre, Cranfield University – Vice Chair– Financial Chair